
1 INTRODUCTION 
 
Australia is a country the same physical size as con-
tinental USA, but with only six States and one sig-
nificantly sized continental territory. Mine safety is 
currently regulated at the State not Federal level. 
There is a wide variation in legislative approaches 
between the States. Some States (Queensland) have 
specific and separate legislation for coal and metalli-
ferous mining; some (WA) have combined legisla-
tion covering both coal and metalliferous mining; 
some (NSW, SA) use general “OH&S” legislation 
applicable to all industrial activities with supplemen-
tary specific legislation for mines whilst other States 
use only general OH&S legislation (Tasmania). This 
leads to wide variations in legislative requirements 
between the States, and also to wide variations in the 
industry background of “inspectors” with some 
States not having mines inspectors at all, relying on 
workplace health and safety inspectors who may 
have no mining experience. Some States have cer-
tain tasks on the mine site that are statutory ap-
pointments (such as ventilation officer); others do 
not. Some States have boards of examiners that issue 
statutory qualifications; others do not. Some indi-
viduals now have statutory appointments issued by 
States that have since abolished their Boards of ex-
aminers which effectively renders their statutory 
qualification obsolete.  

These changes are exacerbating what is already a 
critical and growing shortage of skilled personnel at 

all levels. This has been recognised by the many 
working groups and conferences on recruitment and 
retention in the past 2 years and the recruitment of 
increasing numbers of overseas-trained mining per-
sonnel. 

As a result of these factors, the role of ventilation 
officer or engineer is undergoing major changes. 
This paper reviews particularly the impacts of 
changing legislative requirements and statutory ap-
pointments and the development of Australia’s com-
petency-based qualification system for ventilation 
professionals. 
 
2 THE CHANGING NATURE OF FEDERAL-

STATE RELATIONS, COMPETITION POLICY 
AND GLOBALISATION 

 
Australian States were independent colonies of Brit-
ain until 1901 when the States “federated” to form 
an independent nation, the Commonwealth of Aus-
tralia. The national (Federal) government was ini-
tially involved principally with defence and foreign 
affairs. However, over the years, and especially in 
the past 20 years, the Federal government is increas-
ingly to provide nationally consistent legislative 
frameworks for many activities that were earlier the 
prerogative of the States. This process has often 
been taking place with the States approval, although 
in some instances, the States have been unwilling to 
cooperate in this increasingly “federal” framework 
of government. 
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Key drivers of the increasingly Federal legislative 
framework in Australia have been the much higher 
mobility of personnel across States and the demand 
by both individuals and organisations for a consis-
tent legislative framework to promote business op-
portunities and to facilitate the “portability” of per-
sonal qualifications across State boundaries. The 
drive for improved national productivity has also 
meant that the chronic and inefficient duplication of 
services and government bureaucracies across States 
is difficult to justify. Competition policy has also 
meant that “artificial” barriers to trade or business 
activities across States (e.g. different standards for 
similar activities) are being struck down by Federal 
legislation and the courts, leaving the States with lit-
tle else other than to adopt consistent standards. 
Globalisation is also a key driver, in that large com-
panies are insisting on more consistent regulatory 
frameworks across States due to the large costs in-
volved in having different business standards and 
procedures or different personnel requirements for 
similar or identical activities in different States. The 
“terrorist” threat is also making Australians more 
concerned about the problems of inconsistent or 
“piecemeal” regulations or approaches providing 
opportunities for terrorists and, conversely, making 
Australians more comfortable with national ap-
proaches to many issues. For example, it is now 
widely recognised that the regulations regarding the 
transport, storage and use of explosives (which was 
legislated at State level with numerous inconsisten-
cies across the nation) is a flawed approach and a 
national framework has now been adopted. 

It is therefore likely that, in future, the Australian 
State governments will be left as the key “deliverer” 
of services, such as police, health, schools, local 
government and the like, with the Federal govern-
ment providing a consistent legislative framework 
for most aspects of most activities. 

The same drivers for more consistent regulatory 
frameworks are also likely to start to develop across 
national boundaries. For example, if a mining nation 
sets up a taskforce to review and make recommenda-
tions for new mine safety legislation, it is likely that 
the global mining companies as key stakeholders 
would become involved and would set out to rec-
ommend what they believe is “best practice” legisla-
tion across their portfolio of operating mines trans-
globally. In the same way that the world is (slowly) 
moving towards lower trade barriers, it is likely that 
the world will also move towards a more consistent 
approach on legal frameworks, including occupa-
tional health and safety. 

A further example of the impact of globalisation 
is the fact that major mining houses are developing 
their own internal standards for key hazards, often 
including underground ventilation (Anon 2001). It is 
clearly in their interests for these standards to be 
able to be used in all their operations. 

Benchmarking of legislation is slowly leading to 
the conclusion that some types of legislation are su-
perior to others. For example, a review commis-
sioned by the NSW Government has found support 
from several sources that key elements of the NSW 
legislation should be changed to be similar to that in 
the Queensland legislation (Anon 2000). 

As part of this trend in Australia, the Conference 
of Chief Inspectors of Mines (a meeting of the Chief 
Inspectors of Mines of each State) has recently is-
sued the National Mine Safety Framework Imple-
mentation Plan (Anon 2003a) and implementation 
of this plan has started in all Australian mining ju-
risdictions. It is interesting that the first two of the 
seven strategies in this plan are provision of: 
− A nationally consistent legislative framework, 

and 
− Competency support to ensure that workers are 

competent to do their jobs 
This clearly reflects the desire for “harmonisa-

tion” of mine safety regulations across the country 
and the concern from the regulators about ensuring 
all workers in the industry are actually “competent” 
to do their jobs. 

 
 
3 RISK BASED LEGISLATION, APPROVED 

GUIDELINES OR CODES OF PRACTICE, 
AUDITS, PROSECUTION POLICIES AND 
THE CHANGING NATURE OF MINING 
INSPECTIONS 

 
In the past 10 years, Australia has moved very com-
prehensively towards the “risk based” duty of care 
approach to workplace health and safety legislation. 
More recently, several States are seriously consider-
ing adopting the “safety case” style of safety legisla-
tion, which is highly regarded by the regulators of 
other hazardous industries such as the North Sea oil 
and gas platforms, etc (Heiler 2005, Anon 2005a, 
Raman undated). This general risk-based duty of 
care is supplemented by varying amounts of “pre-
scriptive” regulations. In addition, most legislation 
also requires operators to adopt the “ALARA” prin-
ciple, i.e. to reduce the risk not only to an acceptable 
level (defined in the regulations) but also to the low-
est that is reasonably achievable. The industry is still 
struggling to come to grips with just what is meant 
in practice by “as low as reasonably achievable” and 
how it should be assessed. In some instances, the 
legislation defines this. However, it may well be that 
once this principle is tested in a court, that what was 
“reasonably achievable” in hindsight after a serious 
safety accident may be interpreted differently to 
what operators considered to be “reasonably achiev-
able” before the incident. The way in which risk as-
sessments are to be conducted and the results incor-
porated into hazard management plans and standard 
operating procedures is now carefully defined in 



law. In many instances, ventilation officers are now 
involved in these formal risk assessments requiring 
them to be familiar with these concepts. In some 
cases, they are required to facilitate these risk as-
sessments, which requires a new set of technical and 
management skills. For example, in Queensland, all 
coal ventilation officers are now required by law to 
have the national competency standard MNCG2 
“Facilitate the risk management process” (Anon 
2002c). 
One of the outcomes of the trend away from pre-
scriptive legislation (and the resulting “void” that it 
leaves) is that State governments have been develop-
ing “Guidelines” or “Approved codes or practice” to 
supplement the regulations (e.g. Anon 1997, Anon 
2003b, Anon 2003c, Anon 2003d). Mine operators 
do not have to comply with these guidelines or 
codes, but they are admissible in law, and if an op-
erator has a related incident, then the operator must 
be able to demonstrate that the level of risk under 
the operator’s own procedure was at least as low as 
that resulting from the approved guideline or code 
(Anon 2003c). In addition, new legislation often no 
longer specifies allowable gas concentrations or 
noise levels etc, but defers to the most recent na-
tional TWA or STEL limits in these areas. A conse-
quence of these changes is that ventilation officers 
must be familiar with not only the mining “regula-
tions” but also a wide range of other standards and 
documents. 

The traditional role of mines inspectors has been 
auditing against detailed regulations and investigat-
ing incidents “after the fact”. The approach now in 
vogue focuses more the “systems design”, i.e. the in-
spector (often in a team) conducts an audit of the 
operators risk assessments, procedures and out-
comes, and then issues binding and/or non-binding 
improvement or non-compliance notices. Most of 
these audit template documents are publicly avail-
able and are quantitative (i.e. give a point score), so 
that self-auditing is possible and desirable (Anon 
2003e). Ventilation officers have always had an im-
portant auditing role, but this is now becoming much 
more formalized and also more focused on “sys-
tems” as well as the minutiae of the regulations. 

Finally, most States have issued “compliance 
policies” or “enforcement and prosecution policies” 
for their safety legislation (Anon undated, Anon 
1999, Anon 2004). These clearly set out the factors 
that the inspectorate will take into account when de-
termining whether to launch a prosecution against a 
company or an individual. Typical factors that regu-
lators might take into account when determining 
whether action should be taken against an organisa-
tion or individual, or the severity of the action in-
clude: 

− The sufficiency of safety management plans at 
the operation 

− The implementation of safety management plans 
at the operation 

− Training of personnel in terms of: 
− Content 
− Accreditation, and 
− Understanding of the safety management plans 

− Communications in the organisation in terms of: 
− Internal 
− External and 
− Retention of knowledge base (corporate mem-

ory) 
− Previous history of incidents in this organisation 
− The risk assessment process, especially controls 

put in place as a result of the risk assessments 
− Good practice across the industry 
− What other risk control options were considered, 

if any 
− Audit systems in place 

Taken together, these factors mean that the 
breadth and depth of knowledge required by the ven-
tilation officer has increased significantly. The tech-
nical knowledge and skills are increasing in com-
plexity but in addition, the ventilation officer must 
manage technical issues in the light of “duty of care” 
and “as low as reasonably achievable” legislation. 
The potential shortfall in competency due to the 
growing skill set requirement is aggravated by the 
reduction in middle management positions (who in 
the past had both the time and skills to provide an 
important mentoring role for new ventilation officers 
or engineers), leaving today’s ventilation officer 
with a substantial exposure to prosecution if an error 
of judgement or any negligence were to occur and an 
incident resulted. 

 
4 CHANGING TECHNOLOGY 
 
Changing technology is having a significant impact 
on the nature of the ventilation officer’s role. For 
example, gas monitors are now available that can 
analyse four or even five gases using the one belt-
worn (handheld) instrument. The relative ease of use 
of these devices has meant that legislators and man-
agers expect more extensive gas testing to be under-
taken than in the past, where “stain tubes” were the 
only practical method of gas testing for spot sam-
ples. However, the ventilation officer may now also 
be responsible for ensuring these devices are cali-
brated, or even doing site calibration, requiring spe-
cialised training. 

Mining equipment is getting larger and has much 
more powerful engines or motors. 

Longwall machines are much more powerful so 
that the width of a longwall face can be much longer 
than before, and the length of the panel can be much 
longer. Gas management is more complex as the 
higher cutting rates and longer face width and panel 



depth mean that dilution with intake air is not al-
ways sufficient, giving rise to a much stronger reli-
ance on gas drainage and goaf management. The 
greater seam heights and wider faces also increase 
the risks from windblast. 

Development heading sizes are increasing. Duct 
and fan technology is resulting in longer distances 
being run on auxiliary ventilation. The advent of 
remote-controlled machines has meant that mining 
methods are changing, sometimes resulting in mine 
design or operational requirements that conflict with 
ventilation good practice. The higher productivity of 
these machines and methods, combined with better 
metallurgical processing, is making lower grade ore-
bodies economic, creating a more general trend to-
wards “caving” methods for hardrock mines. 

 
 

5 TRAINING AND QUALIFICATIONS 
 
In the past, mine ventilation training in Australia 
was at two levels: 
− Mining engineers obtained some ventilation 

knowledge during their undergraduate program. 
However, this was often not started until third 
year and was seen as a follow-on to fluid me-
chanics taught in first or second years. It was 
taught from a substantially theoretical base, with 
practical experiments depending on the quality of 
the local laboratory. This is not a criticism, but it 
certainly wasn’t the intention of most programs 
for students to be able to finish their course and 
immediately practice as a confident and compe-
tent ventilation officer in a modern mine. 

− Mining engineers or non-professional persons 
could attend ventilation “courses” offered by pri-
vate individuals. Often these courses were really 
a re-hash of a university course, but perhaps cov-
ering additional material. In all cases, these 
courses were not assessed (required no assign-
ments, examinations or practical tests), so that 
neither the knowledge nor the competence of 
those attending was known at the end of the 
course. 

This approach was typical not just of mine ventila-
tion training, but also of much of the training in the 
industry. Training was not assessed and the resulting 
competence of the individuals was left to the subjec-
tive opinion of peers or management. This leaves the 
manager very exposed in the event of a safety issue 
occurring in the mine, given the manager’s “duty of 
care”. Just how does the manager prove that he has 
discharged his “duty of care” when sending a young 
engineer to a non-assessed ventilation course? 

Recognising the shortcomings of these ap-
proaches, Australia has, over the past 10 years, de-
veloped or greatly expanded its range of vocational 
qualifications. These were developed at the national 
level by industry groups or advisory boards but have 

been subject to rigorous consultation and peer-
review before being given Federal and State ministe-
rial endorsement and official legislative backing. All 
competencies are now listed in the National Training 
Inventory Service (NTIS http://www.ntis.gov.au/) 
and under “mutual recognition” legislation enacted 
by all Australian States and territories are legally 
recognised throughout Australia providing both true 
“national accreditation” across Australia and “na-
tional portability” of individual qualifications be-
tween States. 

The Resources and Infrastructure Industry Skills 
Centre (RIISC http://www.riisc.com.au/) [formerly 
the National Mining Industry Training Advisory 
Board (NMITAB)] has obtained Federal and State 
government approval through the Australian Na-
tional Training Authority (ANTA 
http://www.anta.gov.au/) for new industry training 
packages for both the Black Coal and Metalliferous 
mining industries. These new packages are desig-
nated MNC04 and MNM05 and replace the earlier 
(and “first run”) packages MNC98 and MNM99 en-
dorsed in 1998/1999. The training packages are not 
meant to replace academic qualifications, such as 
degrees, but they are meant to actually equip mine 
personnel to the point of actually being “competent” 
in a practical sense to do a task such as manage the 
ventilation in the mine, rather than just understand 
ventilation principles and theory. 

These training packages provide a list of compe-
tencies and career paths for the industry at worker, 
supervisor and manager level. Completion of spe-
cific competency units can lead to qualifications 
such as the Advanced Diploma in Coal Mining Man-
agement or the Advanced Diploma in Metalliferous 
Mining. 

All these units are competency based. This is a 
different concept to University-style of teaching and 
assessment, which is largely knowledge-based (pass-
ing a knowledge-based exam) or earlier statutory re-
quirements, which were frequently experience-based 
(“must have three years practical experience”, etc). 
The adoption of competency-based qualifications is, 
over time, resulting in significant changes to the 
training environment in the industry and will, in the 
future, impact very substantially on health and safety 
outcomes. Note that in both Queensland and NSW, a 
graduate mining engineer no longer automatically 
qualifies for a ventilation officer’s “ticket”, even af-
ter obtaining suitable industry experience. For ex-
ample, the Queensland Mining Board of Examiners 
has nominated the national qualification 
MNCU1109A Manage, operate and maintain the 
mine ventilation system as being the key requirement 
for the statutory position of Ventilation Officer in 
underground coal mines rather than an undergradu-
ate mining engineering degree. It is likely that other 
regulatory authorities will follow in the future. Simi-
larly, Queensland has linked the statutory positions 



of Deputy, Open Cut Examiner and First Class Mine 
Manager into the national vocational qualifications 
and not into academic or experience-based qualifica-
tions. 

An emerging problem for the industry is that, 
where local State legislation requires specific mine 
appointments (such as ventilation officers) to be 
statutory positions, the same local legislation also 
sets up a Board of Examiners to accredit such per-
sonnel. The Board of Examiners maintains a super-
visory role regarding the Certificates issued under its 
jurisdiction so that, if subsequent events require, the 
Board will suspend or cancel such accreditation for 
an individual. 

It is now the case that Certificates of Competency 
issued under mining legislation that has since been 
revoked may not be recognised by other regulators. 
For example, Tasmanian mine safety legislation for 
many years provided for a Board of Examiners to is-
sues First Class Mine Manager’s Certificates of 
Competency. Many current Australian professionals 
have obtained Tasmanian accreditation. Under mu-
tual recognition legislation, this Tasmanian Certifi-
cate has been recognised in another State if the indi-
vidual transfers to another Australian jurisdiction 
and obtains an “endorsement” of the Certificate in 
that State. However, Tasmania no longer has spe-
cific mining legislation and has disbanded its Board 
of Examiners. This means there is now no authority 
that supervises and, if necessary, suspends or re-
vokes a Certificate issued by the Tasmanian Board. 
Therefore there is the potential for all past Certifi-
cates issued by the Tasmanian Board of examiners 
to become effectively worthless. It is possible that 
other States may follow Tasmania’s lead and aban-
don their mining OH&S legislation, relying instead 
on general OH&S legislation. If this were the case, 
then it could be argued that linking statutory ap-
pointments into AQF qualifications (with re-
accreditation if necessary as required) would provide 
a more robust and enduring solution to this problem. 
This is particularly true since new legislation often 
requires “refresher training” to be completed to an 
accredited standard every five years. Therefore, if a 
ventilation officer does not practice in the area of 
ventilation and is not re-certified, then his/her 
“ticket” will effectively be cancelled after five years. 

At a more general level, linking statutory ap-
pointments into industry-recognised, competency-
based qualifications is also a more “transparent” ac-
creditation process with very carefully defined out-
comes and should ensure more consistent and reli-
able results for the industry as a whole. It should 
also make it even easier than is currently the case for 
individuals to be able to work within different juris-
dictions. 

In response to industry demands, another national 
competency-based ventilation qualification has been 
introduced, the Advanced Diploma in Mine Ventila-

tion, which is designed to integrate seamlessly with 
the existing AQF ventilation competencies. This 
Advanced Diploma provides dual-trained ventilation 
specialists in both coal and metalliferous (hardrock) 
applications. 

The ventilation competencies and their links to 
the industry training packages are shown in Table 2. 
Note that five new ventilation-related competencies 
(Table 1) have been introduced into the AQF, all at 
Level 6 (Advanced Diploma). These were selected 
on the basis of key ventilation-related issues in Aus-
tralian mines. 
 

Table 1. New ventilation-related competencies in the 
Advanced Diploma in Mine Ventilation. For a complete 
list of competencies, see Table 3 
AMV100- 
Identify, analyse 
and evaluate psy-
chrometric heat-
ing and cooling 
processes and 
climate 

Be able to identify, analyse and 
evaluate problems involving mine 
air and increasing or decreasing 
amounts of humidity, and to assess 
surface or underground mine work-
place climate (temperatures, humid-
ity, etc) 

AMV101- 
Establish the heat 
stress manage-
ment plan 

Be able to understand heat illness, 
assess the thermal environment for 
heat stress in terms of recognised 
Australian and international stan-
dards, and develop and manage an 
appropriate heat stress management 
plan 

AMV102- 
Establish the ther-
mal environment 
management plan 

Be able to assess heat loads in the 
mine and determine the need for re-
frigeration and the advantages and 
disadvantages of the various types 
of mine refrigeration and delivery 
methods 

AMV103- 
Establish the mine 
ventilation model 
and conduct net-
work analyses 

Be able to create computer-based 
ventilation models, audit these mod-
els against measured underground 
data, and then use the models for 
fault-finding, network analysis and 
future mine planning or fan duty 

AMV104- 
Establish the ven-
tilation emergen-
cies (egress and 
entrapment) man-
agement plan 

Be able to understand the various 
types of mine emergencies that may 
impact on the mine ventilation sys-
tem, the likely disruptions to the 
mine ventilation system and the con-
sequential impacts on egress and en-
trapment, and to be able to select 
and design egress and appropriate 
entrapment options 

 
Completion of the Advanced Diploma in Mine 

Ventilation provides successful students with a sin-
gle qualification comprising 12 individual nation-
ally-recognised mine ventilation competencies (Ta-
ble 3) covering both coal and metalliferous 
industries. 

 



Table 2. AQF mine ventilation competencies and links to other AQF and Queensland statutory mining qualifications 

Name of 
unit 

Black Coal/ Met-
alliferous AQF 

designation 

Coal Statu-
tory VO com-

petency* 

Metalliferous 
Statutory VO 
competency** 

Adv Dipl 
Mine Vent 

Adv Dipl 
Coal Min-
ing Mgt 

Adv Dipl 
Metall Min-
ing (under-

ground) 

1st class 
Coal Mine 
Mgr Certif 

Compe-
tency 
(Qld) 

1st class 
Metallifer-
ous Mine 

Mgr Certif 
Competency 

(Qld) 
AQF desig-

nator  MNCU1109A MNMMSM631A 39139QLD MNC60204 MNM60104 n/a n/a 

Establish the 
ventilation 

management 
plan/system 

(5-day 
workshop) 

MNCU 1106A 
(coal) 

MNMMSM631A 
(metall) 

Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory Mandatory 

Establish the 
spontaneous 
combustion 
management 

plan 

MNCU 1102A Mandatory  Mandatory Mandatory  Mandatory  

Establish the 
gas man-
agement 
system 

MNCU 1111A Mandatory  Mandatory Mandatory  Mandatory  

Establish the 
outburst 

management 
plan 

MNCU 1121A Mandatory  Mandatory Elective  Mandatory  

Establish the 
gas drainage 
management 

plan 

MNCU 1116A   Mandatory Elective  Mandatory  

Establish the 
mine venti-
lation model 
and conduct 

network 
analyses 

AMV103   Mandatory     

Identify, 
analyse and 

evaluate 
psychromet-
ric heating 
and cooling 
processes 

and climate 

AMV100   Mandatory     

Establish the 
thermal en-
vironment 

management 
plan 

AMV102   Mandatory     

Establish the 
heat stress 

management 
plan 

AMV101   Mandatory     

Establish the 
ventilation 

emergencies 
(egress and 
entrapment) 
management 

plan 

AMV104   Mandatory     



Table 3. Complete list of AQF-ventilation competen-
cies provided to students completing the Advanced Di-
ploma in Mine Ventilation 
MNCU1106A Establish the ventilation management 

plan 
MNMMSM631A Establish the ventilation management 

system 
MNCU1102A Establish the spontaneous combus-

tion management plan 
MNCU1111A Establish the gas management system 
MNCU1121A Establish the outburst management 

plan 
MNCU1116A Establish the gas drainage manage-

ment plan 
MNCU1109A Manage, operate and maintain the 

mine ventilation system 
AMV100 Identify, analyse and evaluate psy-

chrometric heating and cooling proc-
esses and climate 

AMV101 Establish the heat stress management 
plan 

AMV102 Establish the thermal environment 
management plan 

AMV103 Establish the mine ventilation model 
and conduct network analyses 

AMV104 Establish the ventilation emergencies 
(egress and entrapment) management 
plan 

6 ADVANTAGES OF UNDERTAKING 
ACCREDITED VENTILATION TRAINING 

 
Even where an appointment is not “statutory” or 
does not require a formal qualification, there are im-
portant advantages in obtaining an accredited quali-
fication rather than attending an unaccredited course 
such as traditionally occurred in the past, including: 
− An AQF qualification is nationally recognised 

and “portable” across States and Territories under 
the “mutual recognition” section of the Australian 
Quality Training Framework (AQTF). 

− The student has been assessed to a consistently 
applied national competency “standard”. Unlike 
non-assessed courses, the mine manager should 
be able to be confident that the student can actu-
ally understand and apply the knowledge given at 
the course in a practical way. This can be particu-
larly important in assisting the manager to dem-
onstrate that he/she has met the company’s “Duty 
of Care” in this important technical area, espe-
cially in the event of a subsequent ventilation-
related accident or incident. 

− The student him/herself can also be confident that 
he/she meets an assessment standard used across 
Australia for that course. The student will have 
used their new skills in achieving competency in 
a situation away from both the training environ-
ment and the course presenters. This independent 

assessment helps the students to develop confi-
dence in their own abilities. 

− Students intending to take up a role as Ventilation 
officer, Planning Engineer or the like, or a longer-
term career as a ventilation specialist, benefit 
from obtaining a formal accreditation rather than 
merely attending an unassessed course. 
As accredited training courses do not attract Aus-

tralian GST (10% goods and services tax), the addi-
tional cost for the fully accredited course is often 
competitive with the cost for the non-accredited ver-
sion. 

 
7 WHY PROVIDE FOR DUAL TRAINING 

(COAL AND METALLIFEROUS)? 
 
It is not uncommon to see hardrock-trained mine 
surveyors working in coal mines, or coal-trained 
electricians working in hardrock mines, or any of a 
variety of other situations occurring in which work-
ers in one industry move their skills and employ-
ment across to the other industry. There have been 
recent examples of mine managers and ventilation 
officers transferring from coal to metalliferous and 
vice versa. It makes sense to be able to draw on 
workers in one sector to meet skills shortages in an-
other sector. In addition, it improves career pros-
pects and may have other advantages to individual 
workers in terms of better meeting their personal re-
quirements (e.g. for a residential mine rather than 
FIFO), which may avoid their loss to the industry 
entirely. Often, the system of “qualifications” in the 
past resulted in restraints on trade in personal ser-
vices and, effectively, “closed shops”. 

Transferring staff between coal and hardrock also 
results in “cross-fertilisation” of ideas and helps 
with technology transfer and has other related bene-
fits to both sectors. 

With the rationalisation of Australian mining 
companies and the growth of global mining houses 
(many of which have both coal and metalliferous 
portfolios), many of these international mining 
groups see the benefit of engineers and other staff 
having exposure to a wider range of minerals pro-
duced by the mining house. 

Finally, whilst some of the operational details of 
mine ventilation are clearly different between a met-
alliferous mine and a coal mine, the basic principles 
and many of the fundamental competencies remain 
the same. For example, checking a gas reading, 
measuring airflow or pressure across a ventilation 
control, designing a drop-board regulator, establish-
ing a fan pressure/flow specification or investigating 
the direction and volume of leakage. 

It is often a widely held view that hardrock opera-
tions do not have problems with gas, or explosions, 
or outbursts, or spontaneous combustion. However, 
the following examples indicate that this is not nec-
essarily the case. 



− One Australian hardrock mine currently has prob-
lems with hydrogen as strata gas. A coal based 
gas drainage specialist has been engaged to ad-
vise on options. There is regular “popping and 
banging” due to minor ignitions. 

− Another Australian hardrock mine currently has 
problems with CO2 accumulations in the mine. 
The surrounding strata are carbonates and CO2 
builds up in poorly ventilated areas. This opera-
tion has had several instances with miners be-
coming affected by CO2, even losing conscious-
ness. They have CO2 sensors and a telemetric 
system installed on major return airways. 

− Many Australian hardrock mines have methane as 
a strata gas. 

− Uranium mines have significant issues with radon 
gas and radon daughter products. A number of 
ventilation strategies applicable to gassy coal 
mines have relevance to uranium operations. 

− The Isa mine in Queensland has a large high-
grade orebody that was subject to spontaneous 
combustion when attempts were made to extract 
it in the 1960s. The ore was so susceptible to 
spontaneous combustion that broken ore would 
increase its temperature to over 1000 0C. Large 
quantities of SO2 and CO2 were also produced. 
LHD tyres would catch on fire. The orebody re-
mains unmined to this day. 

− At least three mines in Western Australia have 
had more recent problems with spontaneous heat-
ings in ores with high pyrite contents. 

− Several hardrock operations have had problems 
with SO2 and H2S strata gas. One WA mine had 
an “outgassing” of CH4 that contaminated the re-
turn airway for two full weeks. 

− Many hardrock mines have reported problems 
with NH3 (ammonia gas) being produced when 
ANFO (the most common underground explo-
sive) dissolves in water and comes into contact 
with lime from cement (also dissolved in water), 
which results in an exothermic reaction producing 
ammonia. 

− Many hardrock operations have had significant 
incidents with sulphide dust explosions, which 
have had serious cost and safety implications. 

− Potash, Trona and other evaporite mines overseas 
have had serious gas management/dilution issues 
with several strata gases and outbursts of CO2 and 
N2. 

− Steam outbursts resulting in multiple fatalities 
have been reported in a Japanese gold mine. 

− A number of hardrock mines in Australia have 
had problems with windblast, with the Parkes 
mine in NSW suffering from a major windblast in 
the past 5 years that resulted in a multiple fatality. 

− Almost all gold and platinum mines in South Af-
rica experience problems with flammable gas and 
several have had problems with gas outbursts. 
Between 1989 and 1999, there were 25 fatalities 

and 36 serious injuries due to flammable gas is-
sues in South African hardrock mines. The aver-
age gas concentration across all mines was 66% 
methane and 26% hydrogen. 
Therefore even on just the basis of gas manage-

ment, hardrock mines as a group have the potential 
for significant safety and cost consequences. To 
these can be added the issues of dust, diesel particu-
lates and egress and entrapment. 

In addition, note that most of the significant US 
hardrock mining disasters (multiple fatalities) were 
“ventilation related” (see Table 4). 

 
Table 4. Selected major US hardrock mining disasters 
Year Mine Mineral Type Deaths
1972 Sunshine 

Mine 
Silver Fire 91 

1971 Barnett 
Complex, 
Ozark-
Mahoning 
Co. 

Fluorspar Hydrogen 
sulfide 
gas 

7 

1968 Belle Isle 
Mine 

Salt Fire 21 

1963 Cane 
Creek 
Mine 

Potash Explo-
sion 

18 

1943 Boyd 
Mine 

Copper Explo-
sion 

9 

1942 Sandts 
Eddy 
Quarry 

Limestone Explo-
sion (sur-
face) 

31 

1926 Barnes 
Hecker 
Mine 

Iron Flood 51 

1917 Granite 
Mountain 
Shaft 

Copper Fire 163 

 
The following groups of individuals are likely to 

be interested in and benefit from completing the Ad-
vanced Diploma in Mine Ventilation. 
− A “career” senior ventilation technical person in a 

mine 
− A ventilation superintendent responsible for a 

ventilation department in a mine 
− A corporate (group) mining engineer responsible 

for oversight of ventilation across several mines 
− A ventilation consultant 
− A regulator (e.g. Inspector) with a key “brief” in 

the area of ventilation 
Fundamentally, any person looking to develop a 

career in mine ventilation or with strong supervi-
sory/technical role mine ventilation. 

 



8 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
 
The nature of mine safety legislation is changing in 
Australia to a “duty of care” and “as low as reasona-
bly achievable” approach. There is also a strong 
trend towards harmonisation of safety legislation 
across the country. The shortage of skilled personnel 
in both the coal and hardrock mining industries at 
present is likely to persist. A much stronger focus on 
skilling the workforce and providing improved op-
portunities for movement of personnel between 
mines, employers and between industries, along with 
methods of delivery that fit in with the multiple re-
quirements of workers (personal situations, residen-
tial and FIFO, varying rosters, etc) will be required 
if the industry is to develop a strong base of compe-
tent personnel. Well-trained, competent personnel 
are also a key factor in developing and maintaining a 
sustainably safe industry. New competency-based 
ventilation training has been developed to facilitate 
recognition of ventilation qualifications throughout 
Australian jurisdictions and provide maximum flexi-
bility to meet both student and employer require-
ments. 
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